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During the period 1939-1956 America would experience and teeter between stages of economic
instability, to the point of destitution, and financial surges of prosperity and employment safety,
security, and possibilities of advancement. This country struggled and suffered through the Great
Depression throughout 1929-1935, forcing the economy to take a nosedive and cause unemployment to
soar. In 1939, we entered the Second World War, which unexpectedly aided this country's economy by
freeing up jobs, once occupied by soldiers, and provided a need for increased production of supplies
aiding the war effort, virtually eliminating unemployment. The early 40's saw a flowering of Civil
Rights movements, the surging of African American activism, and Africans provided with the
resources to initiate a nationwide liberation movement. Despite these advancements, racial violence
reached its peak in 1943. W.W.II ended in 1945 with Japan's surrender but began a cold war a home
and abroad due to all the men returning to the jobs they left so patriotically and to the destruction of the
aftermath of war. At the end of world war two our country would also experience a postwar economic
boom. The majority of this period resided under a democratic administration, Roosevelt's held office
for twelve years (1933-45), then Truman would usurp the presidency, and then this democratic trend
would be broken with election of a Republican, Eisenhower. 

Visual texts have difficulty in clearly expressing the historic trends and issues that are present during
their creation. For they are just a captured moment, that can only convey as much as the viewer's
knowledge of that particular subject matter will allow. By utilizing this technique, the photographer
can through visual stillness relay work in progress. By also omitting the identities of the workers, we
focus our attention on the work that is being done, not on who's doing it. Lee Russell's image of a
white woman doing laundry in Louisiana around 1939 "documents the human suffering caused the
Depression"(455). Much like Dorothea Lange's work, he also portrays the poverty experienced on the
farm, especially from a woman's perspective. He shows this woman as representative of her class. Her
work is laborious, extremely manual, and physically taxing. This job positions her outside, alone, and
with no running water. Her hunching posture alone communicates the almost hopelessness and shame
that this class embodies. The viewer leaves the image with the feeling that this class's life will never
see the possibility of advancement or improvement of its quality of life. Images of this type, rural and
white, would become "icons of the Depression"(455). An image created by the photographer Arthur
Rothstein in 1942 of a nameless, black woman also functions in a similar fashion. He employs a
generic woman to communicate the work her gender and class represents. The demanding nature her
work consists of is evident in just the size of her great arm exercised by her profession. A different
assumption taken from this text than from the previous suggests that this woman is doing someone else
laundry where the white woman appears to be doing her family's laundry. This discrepancy might be
just from setting alone, the first feels rural, from their farm, the second reads with a more urban
influence and since she's not at home also implies she's working for someone else. Both images convey
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Sherry
While the phrasing here may sound a little odd -- anthropomorphizing visual texts as if they had intentionality -- Allison is making an important point:  images can seem to be static and limited, but they can also tell a larger story.  In this statement, her own disciplinary background as a studio art major comes through, yet she's also wrestling in interesting ways with the relationship between images and history.

Sherry
Initially here, Allison reads the images as documenting the history that she introduces in the first paragraph.  Her reading of the text, however, clear positions the women being shown within a historical  context, not as isolated figures.  It's clear, then that history illuminates the text even as the text illustrates the history.



this class's life of hard, unforgiving work. The fact that the photographer chooses to capture this work
instead of employment opportunities this class encounters for advancement seems rather ironic. By
1944 "African American women, who had been confined largely to agricultural labor and domestic
work before the war, entered higher-paying and more dignified factory, clerical, and sales jobs."(509).
So why show the public a soon to be obsolete image? 

Alice Childress, in her story "In the Laundry Room", takes these two static images and provides them
with an appropriate setting for interaction and gets them to start talking with one another, however
uncomfortable such a conversation may be. She handles the political and personal issues among her
characters with the same indirectness that Africans approaching civil rights and equality did in the 30's.
The way in which her narrator approaches an unnecessary interclass conflict with such assertiveness
yielded the same white resistance that the country was experiencing. This resistance reached a peak in
racial violence in 1943, which most likely explains why Childress's character initially wanted to
reciprocate in the same manner. This literary text provides the opportunity for the reader to witness this
interaction and enables the reader to hear a discussion that recognizes how similar these two women
are; they both do domestic work, are asked to do more work for less money, are given enough work in
a 5 hour shift to fill 8 and still only considered part time, and finally that both are subjected to and are
victims of the condescension and prejudice inflicted upon them by their employers. The fact that
Africans had access to better paying jobs in factories, clerical fields, and in sales at this time leaves the
domestic setting our characters are in seem almost inappropriate. 

The artifact positions two eras within one frame by placing symbolically the barbaric and archaic
nature in which the white woman is portrayed doing laundry along side the black women's potential
advancement present in the gleeming machine. The image of the artifacts seems to remove the objects
from history. The conflict that was present with the use of one tool up until the invention of next goes
unnoticed now. The artifact almost defames the accomplishment of establishing at least a mild state of
equality by the assertion of technological advancement and almost dismisses completely by ignoring
the energy invested and expired in obtaining a more comfortable state of class and employment
equality. 
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Sherry 
Allison continues to make a two-way connection between the texts and the history, using information from history to highlight and explain elements of the text, but also using the text to make her understanding of the history deeper and more human.

Sherry
She has a tougher time with the artifact, an electric washing machine.  The history she connects it with is broader, yet she identifies at the end a link between technological advancement and issues of class and work.  I like, too, how she acknowledges the difficulty of making the connection by noting how the artifact "seems to remove the objects from history."
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